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What’s in this report? 
This report is an annual snapshot of real-time usage data we collect for our GIS applications. We use 

this information to guide GIS program development at the City of Brooklyn Park, MN. 

 

How we collect usage data 
When someone opens one of our GIS apps, our GIS web server records some information. We use 

computer scripts to read that information and count how many people viewed our apps. The scripts 

run automatically every day, so most usage data collection is 100% hands-free. 

 

 
1. Someone views an app 

➔ 

 

 

 
2. A script reads the web log 

➔ 

 

 

 
3. It exports view counts 

 

How to read this report 

1. Read the in each section 

2. Read the bold text for important context 
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GIS workload 
We changed the way we track time in 2020. This new method fits better with the rest of our IT areas. 

While not comparable to last year’s numbers, the new tracking categories provide some valuable new 

insights. You can find basic definitions of these categories at the end of this report. 

 

 
We coded incremental updates to existing data and applications as Planned Work, hence its large 

share of our work time. We’re pleased to see the low level of Unplanned Work on outages and other 

unexpected issues. 

 

Continuous Improvement is a major focus of our work. GIS is a rapidly growing and changing field. As 

such, it makes sense that we spent a quarter of our time on Innovation and Training. 

 

 
We spent about three quarters of our time on Enterprise work. The focus on this category is due to 

the significant amount of time we spent finishing the ArcGIS stack upgrade in the first quarter of 2020 

paired with the heavy lift it was to upgrade the main version of CityView. 

 

With the ongoing pandemic, the low amount of work for Parks, Fire, and O&M makes sense. The 

exception was a county-wide Fire Agency Staffing app. In 2021, we hope to get back to building 

on GIS adoption in these areas. 
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GIS data 
We spent most of our data work time in 2020 on moving to a new SQL database. We added or made 

major updates to 20 GIS datasets. Only 3 of these new datasets need any manual maintenance. 

4 of the datasets are crowdsourced via Geocortex and Survey123, a notable event that we 

expect to continue to build on as a data source. 

 

 
 

We created 16 new public maps and 3 internal GIS apps. That compares to 6 new public 

maps from last year. The new internal apps support expanded business outreach by both our Police 

and Economic Development teams. Through them we’re collecting more contact and business 

information that we can readily share with other departments, breaking down silos. 

 

The biggest growth area was new story maps, including 6 stories about Brooklyn Park 2025. We 

also built a brand-new story about Black-owned Businesses and fully rebuilt our existing Beekeeping 

story map. 

 

Overall, our GIS data and app collection grew significantly, but sustainably. Every 

new dataset or app we create includes a maintenance plan. Those plans most often consist of a fully 

automated update process using SQL Server and Python. Other times we assign a small amount of 

maintenance work to the department we created the new data or app for. Whenever possible, we fit 

this work into processes departments are already doing, like managing a spreadsheet. 
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GIS applications 

We support a collection of 60 public and internal GIS apps. That’s up a net of 15 apps 

compared to last year. Most of our internal apps fall into the suite we call CityView. Our public-

facing maps are, with few exceptions, hosted in the ArcGIS Online environment and connect to live 

GIS data in our enterprise geodatabase. With all of our applications connected to enterprise data, we 

can do one data update to push out new information to all of these applications instantaneously. 

 

CityView 

CityView is the name of our main collection of internal web GIS applications. The average daily 

number of people using CityView increased from 63 to 70. That’s an 11% growth rate. 

 

 
 

53% of CityView users used one of our seven department apps: Assessing, EH, Engineering, 

Recycling, Forestry, Police, and Utilities. That’s up 6% from 2019, and for the first time ever, more 

people used a department app than used the main version. 

 

We met our goal to rebuild the main version of CityView in 2020. It took six months, but along with 

upgrading the underlying software to the latest version, we also made over 40 major updates, 

changes, and enhancements to the application. 

 

Next up is to upgrade all of the department apps. We’re confident we’ll have them all done by the next 

annual report! 
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Public maps 

We link to over 30 web and story maps throughout our city website. In 2020, People viewed our 

public maps 77,089 times. That’s down 2% from 2019 and is the first year since 2013 that 

views decreased. However, we also refined how we count views for our locally hosted apps like 

Adopt a Hydrant/Park. We removed spam IP addresses from the counts, which at times were a large 

percentage of the web server hits. We suspect that these were part of the increase that many 

organizations saw in phishing and other malicious traffic during the pandemic. 

 

 
 

The most popular apps in 2020 were: 

 
 

Combined, these maps account for 46% of all public map views. This is evidence that 

our online audience still wants access to the basic but crucial location-based information about their 

properties and neighborhoods. Even so, we expanded our collection this year with maps covering 

topics like Snow Plowing, Property Assessments, Open Restaurants, and Crime 

Statistics. Lastly, we republished our Development Projects and Restaurants shortlist apps 

within ArcGIS Online’s hosted environment. 
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Neighborhood Information 

Neighborhood Information is our flagship public mapping application. It contains over 50 property-

specific data points, all tied to a simple address search. An average of 30 people a day viewed 

the app, down 3% from last year. This number may also be down due to the same work we 

did on our other public maps to remove spam IP addresses from our counts. 

 

 
 

27% of visitors viewed the app on a mobile device, up 1% from 2019. Given that it’s been around 

since April 2015, we expect this app is simply settling into a more predictable amount of usage. To 

keep it performing well, we upgraded this app to the latest version of Geocortex, just like CityView. 

We did the same for Adopt a Hydrant and Adopt a Park. 

Testimonials, press, and presentations 
2020 was naturally a less active year on the presentation circuit. Still, we managed to find 

opportunities to keep getting Brooklyn Park’s name out to the larger government and GIS 

communities. 

 

Presentations 

February There’s a Map for That – BP Annual Real Estate Forum 

July Featured storyteller – Esri StoryMaps Live  

August Does Your City Have an Adopt-A-Park Program? – League of MN Cities 

August Design presentation to MPCA Tableau Users group 

August BP 2025 story maps presentation to City Council 

December MN Govt IT Symposium (two presentations) 

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/e350685b11f74bb8a344cb7903c4e1e7
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/fff6de8d348547809c990496b5d56180
https://www.lmc.org/news-publications/magazine/jul-aug-2020/volunteer-adopt-a-park-program/
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Onward to 2021 

With CityView and our GIS infrastructure freshly updated, this coming year we can focus on 

specialized GIS apps and solutions. This includes upgrading all of our department CityView 

apps and finding new opportunities to use GIS to streamline existing business workflows. 

 

We had a recent breakthrough that will allow us to more closely integrate ArcGIS Online 

hosted services with our local enterprise geodatabase and internal applications. 

 

We’ll be looking for more opportunities to use Power Automate and other triggers to 

diversify GIS workflows. That’s technical jargon for building more automation into our GIS work. 

 

Perhaps less exciting on the surface, we hope to finally set up a true test/live environment for 

Geocortex. This is valuable though because it will make future upgrades easier and faster. 

 

We hope to finish the commercial building dataset scans of multi-tenant buildings in 2021 

so that we can begin the work on single-tenant and other commercial buildings. 

 

With the brand-new ArcGIS Field Maps app, we’ll continue to blur the lines between the office 

and the field by supporting O&M field crews with mobile GIS apps. 

 

The pandemic has had a transformative effect on how we think about supporting a remote workforce. 

Using web GIS services via ArcGIS Online and ArcGIS Pro will be another focus area for 

Brooklyn Park GIS in 2021. 

 

 

 

View this report online 
In case you decided to print this report, you can access it online at https://gis.brooklynpark.org/report/ 

 

 

  

https://gis.brooklynpark.org/report/
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Supplemental: work area descriptions 
These were the descriptions the IT team used for each work area in 2020. They are not all-inclusive, 

but they cover most of the types of work we do as a division. 

 

Category Description 

Planned Work 

▪️ regular hardware and software maintenance 
▪️ projects associated with regular hardware and software maintenance 
▪️ daily operations 
▪️ metrics reporting 

Unplanned Work 
▪️ tickets 
▪️ outages 

Mandated Work 

▪️ FBI/financial audits 
▪️ data practices requests 
▪️ PCI 
▪️ misc. legally mandated work 

Innovation 
▪️ work on new technology/platforms 
▪️ R&D work 
▪️ implementing new tech, tools, or workflows 

Regular Scheduled 
Meetings 

▪️ IT weekly meeting 
▪️ Admin monthly meeting 
▪️ IT team and one on one meetings 
▪️ Regular meetings with depts 

Training and 
Development 

▪️ Webinars 
▪️ Training courses 
▪️ Conferences 
▪️ Misc. article and blog reading 

Time off 
▪️ sick and vacation time 
▪️ floating holidays 
▪️ holidays 

 


